Environments typically provide a fool modelling language to specify tools and tool comporiiwn mechanisms to reuse existing tools in larger composites. The channel-based approach to tool integration is to to model tools as riream iranrformerr and to provide channeEoriented composition mechanisms which connect output streams of tools to inputs of other tools to form tool configurations. This approach is unsuited for environment architectures centered around a project database(objecibore) which is a fairly common feature in the architecture of CASE and CAD/CAM environments. A view-bared tool modelling and composition mechanism more suited to object-based environments is proposed in this paper.
Introduction
Environments achieve coherence and * ' 'ty of specification by providing a single fool model and fool comporiiion mechanirmr. A fool model represents what the environment knows about a tool. Having a single tool model allows all tools to be expressed in the same manner, thus allowing the tool writer a generic language to write his tools independent of their purpose and use., A single tool model maker all tool writers use a common set of lower level servicer(disp1ay model/data transformation services etc.) to write tools, which could lead to a uniform look and feel of the environment fiom the point of the tool user. Tool comporiiior mechanisms allow a tool builder to reuse existing tools, wholly or partially, in building new tools. This allows the number of actual tools in an environment to be kept under control A popular approach to integrated tool support in ' Tha radicd form of this is tbo tod h e i t idem rbiah suggests that 0114 eau hmre m c l o d set of tool h -s in
t-
of which rll other scrvices(tooL) eau be expressed.
file-based environments can be termed as the channelbared approach. In this approach, tools are modelled as processes that interfacc to the cxternal environment via channelr, each of which can be thought of as a data rink or a d a h rourcc. The tool process itself be a data sink or source. Channels associated with individual(primitive) tools are normally bound to files or other data entities in the environment. Channelbared composition is based on the idea that composite tools can be created by plugging(binding) channels of a tool to those of other tools. UNIX piper are a well known example of the channel-based approach.
The channel-based paradigm is'nt quite so suitable for environments centered around a projeci daiabare because some of the assumptions made in the channel-based approach are wholly or partially untrue in database-centered environments. In contrast to the multiple repository assumption of the channelbased approach, a database acts as the ringle daia rource and daia #in& for all tools. Data in a database is perrirfeni as opposed to channel data that might not exist permanently after it has been looked at by a tool. Channel-based approaches separate input fiom output behaviour, while databases deal with domairu of manipulation(read or modify). Data in a database has a unique ideniity(cx: an Ohjecf Ideniifier), as opposed to channel data, in which there is no common identifier associated with a data item that may flow through d o u s channels at various points in time. Channel-based approaches typically separate the puriwc component(channe1 data and files) &om the active component(too1 or process). In an object-oriented database where all data is specified along with operations and constraints, that separation is dimmed and what constitutes a tool is based more on whether the active entity is inride or oafride the database. In general, databases work on the philosophy of coodilrotd corcumut u c e r r to shared 'An object-oriented data madcl w i t h triggering is u " c d as it is a wid& acccptcd data modcl for cnvirommrds.
TH0309-5/90/0000/0171$01.00 8 1990 IEEE persistent data, while the channel-based approach focusses on point-to-point communication of temporary data. All the same, a look at the channel-based approach to tool modelling and composition provides some important pointers to what constitutes a good composition mechanism.
Section 2 briefly examines themes and variations of the channel-based approach. Section 3 proposes a tool model and section 4, a tool composition scheme suited to object based environments. An assumption is made that the database is objecf-orienfed in the accepted sense. Section 5 discusses an example from the domain of sofiware development where such a mechanism might prove useful. Limitations of the idea, and possible extensions are discussed in section 6.
Channel-based Approaches
Tool Model The fool model in the channel-based approach is that of an acfioe process( fool abrfracfion) communicating with the external environment through a fixed num- In the UNIX environment, any program is thought each tool has a fixed number of streams. Port-bared mechanism for specifying tools. Environments based on the notion of rfrucfure-oricnfed editing treat an schemes all0w number and type Of to be tool-specific. Figure lb) illustrates some of these edifor as the standard abstraction for any tool. They typically provide abstract data type-like facilities to specify editors(too1s). Systems like MUPE-2 [5] have an even more specialired notion of a tool, that of a fiagfype franrformcr(type transformer).
Channel dircipliner can be described in terms of channel fype,channcl abrfracfionr and channel modcr. The channel type describes the kind of information the channel can carry. UNXX pipes are weakly fyped in that all information transmitted through the channe1 has to be converted to characters. MUPE-2 pipes are strongly typed in that they can transmit objects of any kind. Some systems allow only tree-oriented elling and composition of as a tool. Thus there is no abstraction
UNIXl
have fixed fan-in and fan-ouf in that Tool Composition Channel-based composition is based on the notion of connecting channels of one tool to compafible channels of other tools. Compatibility is based on inputoutput nature, type congruence, mode compatibility and such. Took are reused by the fact that numerous conrirfenf tool configurations can be built out of a single set of toob. An important mefric in building effective tool composites is that the tools should be able to run conclrrrenfly and incremenfally structures to be transmitted via a channel. The channel obrfracfion for both UNIX and MUPE-2 is a rfream(queue) in that clients of the channel can only write to the end of a channel and read from the beginning of it. The rfrcam machine allows clients to read from the middle of a channel and so on. Systems like AGS [l] allow channels to have variable connectivity and modes such as broodcarf and waricorf to allow various modes of information transfer. In systems like access channel data. Channel-based composition is helped even further if the dafa model and the channel fype are identical. In UNIX for example, both channels and files(data entites) are modelled as characfer rfrcamr. Thus the distinction between tools and data entities is completely blurred as far as data generation is concerned. The disadvantage of this idea is that the channel type and channel abstraction have to be brolrghf down to the level of the fa-
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cilities offered by the data support layer(&system).
Many systems like IDL [7] strike a balance by using higher-level typtr(trm) as channel types while automatically generating code to transformation the data model of the underlying system to that of channels. Therefore, if a tool is accessing a flat file, the character stream to tree conversion routines are automaticdy generated.
Benefits offered by the channel-based approach include complefe nwe of tools, odogonalify of tool modelling and composition and incremcnfdify allowed in the operation of tools within a composite.
A Tool Model for ObjectBased Environments
In an object-based environment, it is consistent with the data model to model tools as objects. However, tools are thought of as ezfctnal objecir. Like database(internal) objects, external objects they possess properfier and mefhodr. Unlike database objects, they do not possess triggers as triggers have no analogous role in tools to the role of constraint maintenance that they have in normal objects. Methods denote tool operations. In case the tool object is actually an enoelope for an external tool, a property could store the operating system command to be executed corresponding to a method invocation in the tool object. Even otherwise, tool properties could store tool flags, or objects that are shared between tool operations. The major difference between u t e rnal objects(too1s) and infernal objecir is that tools possess an independent thread of control, independent recovery behaviour and have limited access to the objectbase. Tool access to the objectbase is restricted by dafabore wiewr. Views arc updaidle derived ohjccir on which updates can be unambwously(and efficiently) transformed into updates on the objects that the views were derived from. In an objectbase, views for each dau(type) in the underdatabase control how much of a class(properties and methods) is visible and accessible to the tool. Thus the wirfrd dafaborc that is seen by the tool can be modelled M a collection of derived c b r e r and iufancer derived from the set of bore cltwrcr and instances that are present in the public database. In effect, views reprosent not only the part of the database that is visible to the tool, but the form in which it is visible M well. The precise representation and implementation iuutza in objectoriented view dciinition arc beyond the scope of this paper and are addressed in [a] .
Jon9 frsuactionr model the concurrency and recovery behaviom of tools. A cbecb-in/ckcb-out model of long tramactions [4] is used. Tools check-out objects &om the public database into a fool dafcrbore via a checSouf databare. While the tool database contains instances of derived classes that the tool manipulates, the check-out database contains the objects in the underlying database &om which the objects in the tool database are derived. Thus, objects are checked-out from the public database into the check-orf dafabore of the tool, and then news of the checked-out objects(to which the tool has access) are crcated in the tool database. Figure 2a) illustrates the tool model for object-based environments.
Cotools: A tool composition Mechanism for Object Bases
Deserip t ion
In a database-centered environment,d tools interface to the database and there are no explicit communication channels between tools. The language primitive for plug-oriented tool composition has to invent equivalents of channels in a database The possibility explored in cotools is to think of "view intersection" as creating channels of communication between tools. One can think of many views being derived by many tools fiom the same set of base object(s). Thus, objects in several views are depcndentr of the same base object.The base object can then be thought of as a bidincfiond channel through which the components of several views communicate.Any change made to a depcndenf of a base object is immediately propogated to all other dependents of the base object.
A cotool is a set of tools whose views might intersect. Isdependent tools coordinate access to a common objects by database mechanisms such as locking and tnauaciioar. In contrast, member tooh of a cotool group manipulate common objects in an infcrleooed manner. The cooperofion ducipline of the cotool specifier the manner in which cotools coordinate with each other. Yodelling members of a COtool group M being truly concurrent is hard to implement on existing databases without modification to the synchronisation primitives provided by the database. The alternative of modelling a cotool M being composed of q r~i c o n c r r r e n f tools is simple and intuitively more appropriate. This means that only one tool is actire at a time.
changes made by that adioe tool to an object in a view are propogated to the eomrpondiry bare object(r) iu the check-out database of the cotool and then to objects in other tool views that arc depedeut on the base objects dected by the active tool. The appearance of concurrency arises from the fact that different tools in the cotool group are uctive at different times, and although their activities are multiplexed, all members of a cotool are simultaneously interacting with the user. Intuitively, the quari-concurreni model is adequate for workstation-based environments because at any specific point in time, a user can be carrying on a dialogue with only one member of the cotool on a workstation screen. As the primary purpose of introducing cotools is to be able to construct ringleuaer enoironmentr out of extant tools, the quasiconcurrent model makes sense. Figure 2b ) illustrates the database model of cotools. Member tools of a cotool have their own tool databases but share a check-out database. Objects in the check-out database may be unshared or concurrently accessed by several members of the cotool group. In the latter case, the above discipline of manipulation is enforced.
The concurrency, coordination and recovery behaviour of cotools is described in greater detail below:
0 Non-Preempiive, Unbiared Scheduling: The scheduling policy for cotools is fixed. It is nonpreemptive in that once a tool operation is begun, it cannot be interrupted until it terminates.On termination, the member tool gives up control to the cotool scheduler. There are no scheduling priorities associated with members of a cotool. In that sense the scheduling is unbiased. This is compatible with the intuition behind cotools because the demand for tool operations are really generated by the user. Therefore,assigning programmed scheduling priorities to cotod members is pointless.
Coordinafion. by meraage noiijicaiion: As mentioned before, views of member tools of a cotool may intersect. In other words, different tool views may contain view objects derived from the same underlying(base) object. Changes to such view objects that are dependeni on the same base object are coordinated by message notification mecheuiisms similar to the SMALLTALK dependents mechanism [a] . At the time of derivation, view objects regirfer with the base object from which they are derived. Whenever a base object is changed through a particular view, all other registered dependents of this object are sent change messages. The message handlers for the change message update all dependent view objects in member tools other than the active member tool. A cotool reuses member tools totally without change in that it merely specifies their startup commands on cotool invocation without any changes to the tool specifications themselves. Incrementality of tool operation arises from the fact that changes to individual objects in a view are immediately propogated to other views. Orthogonality of tool modelling and composition is proved by the fact that the cotool specification is made separately and is independent of the specifications of individual tools. by a related tools T2. For example, "Cancelling" a plane ticket via a airline reservation tool may imply the need to invoke the "CancelRoom" operation in the hotel reservation too1.h general, if each tool is thought of as having an associated invocation hirtory, then constraints amongst concurrently operating tools can be represented using courtrainti on the concurrent &irtory of the cotool [a] . Expressive power is gained here at the expense of added specification. The problem in allowing truly concurrent members of a cotool is the lack of a notion of transactions with multiple-threads in database literature. If the locking behaviour of multi-threaded tranractionr is specified, then there is no problem in allowing true concurrency in cotool operation. This is helpful in modelling multi-user cotools and object-oriented pipes. Figure 3 illustrates an environment for module programming that can be expressed as a cotool ifthe windows in the figure represent existing tools. Thus, the previously coded tools for iconic, source and libraryoriented manipulation of a module-procedure hierarchy can be combined to form a coopcrating environment by specifying them as members of a cotool. These tools operate quasi-concurrently, have different views of the same underlying set of objects(a moduleprocedure hierarchy), and represent a single user activity (and thus a single transaction).
Conclusion

AnExample
The cotool behaviour automatically changes objects in Library and Source views that are manip dated through the iconic view(and vice-versa). The user manipulates the module-procedure hierarchy ria only one view at a time. However, his interactions with the different tools can be tightly interleaved.
Limitations and Extensions
While the cotool concept expresses a certain commonly needed form of coordination implicitly, it is Limited due to its hardwired nature. In addition, there are situations where true concurrency of member tools would be advantageous over quasiconcurrency. Often, applications( tools) are dependent on each other by non-data dependencies. A common depdcndency found in practical situations is where the invocation of an operation A in tool T 1 requires a compenratory operation B to be performed This paper presents a composition mechanism suited to specifying cooperating enoironmentr in terms of goups of previously specified tools. This form of composition is argued to be more suited to databasecentered environments than conventional channelbased composition techniques for the reuse of tools in tool configurations. The composition model, related ideas, limitations and possible extensions to the idea are discussed. An example from the domain of sonware engineering, where such a mechanism can prove useful is also presented.
